As we rocket ahead further and further into the 21st century, it goes without saying that all of the many dire warnings of children having access to the internet are still in play, but new challenges have arisen due to the necessity of keeping our kids digitally involved. ZOOM bombing, family passwords, unauthorized adults ghosting classrooms…. The list goes on. Surprisingly, common internet safety practice, which has been discussed ad nauseum the last 20 years or more, effectively inhibits most of these dangers. But as we are online so much recently, precaution fatigue settles in. Children and adults alike start to get a little sloppy with safety and the next thing you know, someone’s watching your kids through their own webcam!

Protect yourselves with proper password management. Keep all devices in common areas. Review your children’s online activity. Everyone knows the basics, but we particularly want to address some of the concerns about one of the most popular apps on the internet in 2020.

TikTok is a Chinese video-sharing, social networking service launched in 2012. It has become exceedingly popular, especially among minors who put considerable effort into posting videos fishing for “likes”. As with all social network platforms, the potential for abuse is ever-present, but unlike the better-known apps, TikTok is notorious for its lack of safety and privacy protocols. Although a privacy function has been recently added, an extra, very large dose of precaution is necessary for safety for one very chilling reason. Since the application’s target groups are teens and youngsters, not to mention that the application makes it simple to “like” and SAVE other users’ videos (The person saving the video does not even need to be “following” the poster!), TikTok has become an absolute magnet for child predators, whether the programmers meant for it to be or not.

As is mentioned in both *Protecting God’s Children* and *Safer Spaces*, predators actively seek environments where they can gain access to potential marks, and the more anonymous the location, the better. TikTok is, sadly, a near-perfect hunting ground.

However, that doesn’t mean we are helpless. We had to erect barriers in other applications, and the same practices work on TikTok. The added level of difficulty comes from the very user-friendly interface that allows kids far more freedom than other networks. As such, it really comes down to applying sincere and regular diligence when monitoring our kids’ activity.

So here are some general guidelines to raise the safety margins when using TikTok:

1) Of course, the easy solution is to uninstall the app, but as lots of adults love it, that may not be practical. So what to do?

2) TikTok advises parents to set their children’s account to “private.”

   ◊ What is not clearly stated is that even private accounts allow access to the bio of any user.

3) So basically, TikTok passed the buck to the parents. It’s up to us to make sure no information is shown in a bio that can be used to start the grooming process.

4) It’s also up to us to review our kids messages regularly.

   ◊ There is no simple way to do this, you have to open your child’s account and do it yourself.

5) This one can sneak up on anybody, but you have to make sure some random update or keystroke doesn’t change the settings back to the default.

One last thing, children (not to mention their friends) can be crafty when they really want something. And TikTok is popular enough for kids to want it BAD! Although TikTok requires a minimum age of thirteen to install, the average age of TikTok users is … wait for it … thirteen! That means there must be a substantial number of children below that age with access.

6) Hence, the first basic practice taught in every safe environment program in the country is “Be Aware!”

   That goes double, if not triple, for TikTok!